An abundance of color, vintage-style prints, and a bit of whimsy describes my Picture Perfect collection. It will look new, and still be comfortably familiar. There will be squares and dots, a gingham print in just the right size, and a couple of floral prints in different sizes. Add just the right ABC blocks and an alphabet panel, and it really is Picture Perfect.

Whether you’re creating something for kids or adults, the colors in this collection are perfect for any kind of project you want to make.
Panel measures approx. 42.5" x 29".
Small Images without borders are about 4" square.
Picture Perfect American Jane

- 40 Prints
- 100% Premium Cotton

F8s, JRs, LCs, MCs, & PPs do not include the panel. JRs, LCs, MCs & PPs include 39 skus plus two each of 21804-11.
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